MEMBERS OF THE OAK CIRCLE provide vital support to Planting Fields Foundation’s annual operations, helping us to better serve our visitors daily while strengthening Planting Fields as a vibrant and singular historic site on Long Island for generations to come. Please consider supporting our efforts by joining the Oak Circle today!

Members receive unlimited special access to Planting Fields, invitation to exclusive private events, exhibitions and more.

**$1,000 LEVEL**

- One (1) Empire Yearly Pass
- Oak Circle Cocktail Event (Invitation for two) in Coe Hall
- Oak Circle recognition on signage in the Planting Fields Visitor Center and online
- Invitations to exclusive private events, exclusive exhibitions, and special programming previews
- Listing and section in our Donor Newsletter (Twice per year – donor exclusive)
- Three (3) Complimentary Coe Hall Tours annually
- Invitation to private tours in exclusive donor trips (Launching in 2024)

**$5,000 LEVEL**

- All the benefits of the $1,000 level and
- One (1) additional Empire Yearly Pass
- Two (2) tickets to A Moveable Feast
- Private Tour (for three) of the Planting Fields grounds with a horticulturist
- Lunch for six (6) in the French Room and tour of Coe Hall with CEO and Board Chair
- Two (2) tickets to Deck the Halls

Placing Fields Foundation strives to preserve and make available to all audiences the heritage of Planting Fields, an early 20th century 409-acre estate, designed as an integrated composition of the built and natural world.

JOIN US IN STEWARDING A 409-ACRE HISTORIC AND NATURAL TREASURE ON LONG ISLAND AND BE PART OF THE EXCITEMENT OF RESTORING AN OLMI STHER BROTHERS CREATION.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE OAK CIRCLE PLEASE CONTACT GREGORY MONFILETTO GMONFILETTO@PLANTINGFIELDS.ORG OR 516-922-8674

JOIN US IN THE OAK CIRCLE

THE OAK CIRCLE PROVIDES VITAL SUPPORT TO OUR ANNUAL OPERATIONS AND OUR SUSTAINABILITY

JOIN US!

GMONFILETTO@PLANTINGFIELDS.ORG OR 516-922-8674

Planting Fields Logo Files Index

- Planting Fields Logo Files

Inside the PF LOGO ART FILES folder are a Logo-COLOR folder and a Logo-BW_LINE folder.

- The primary logo (COLOR) uses shades of PMS 330c to give shape to the logo’s icon. and is a line only version.
- There are TWO logos for Planting Fields.

- The secondary logo (LINE) is black & white and is a line only version.

- They are used in both web and print applications.
- They do not have a transparent background.
- These files (.jpg) are compressed files with some quality loss each time they are opened and resaved.

- JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group)

- They have a transparent background.
- These files (.png) are compressed files most often used in web environments.

- PNG (Portable Network Graphics)

- Applications. They have a transparent background.
- These files (.ai) do not lose detail when enlarged and should be used when possible, especially in print (Adobe Illustrator)

- VECTOR